Ford focus ignition switch problems

The ignition switch in Ford vehicles is responsible for handling the electrical signals related to
starting the vehicle. A failing ignition switch can cause system-wide problems ranging from the
ability of the car to start, to maintaining speed and even keeping the radio turned on. Careful car
owners can recognize the symptoms of ignition switch failure before the problem leaves them
stranded on the side of the road. An ignition switch performs several functions for a vehicle.
The ignition switch also connects the vehicle's starter to the battery, and sends the initial surge
of electricity to the starter which starts the car. What is often called the "ignition switch" is
actually two components: the lock cylinder, and the electric switch. The lock cylinder is the
housing into which a vehicle's starter key is inserted, and the electric switch is located just
behind it. In most Ford models these two parts are combined into one unit with four positions
that the starter key turns to through the ignition process: off, accessories, on, and start. The
electronic switch receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to
release power from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position.
When the car starts, the electric switch allows power to flow from the battery to the starter,
which results in what most refer to as "turning over" of the engine. When one or both of these
parts fail the electronic switch and the lock cylinder they have distinct symptoms. When the
electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms. The vehicle will not be able
to turn over because the electrical wiring in the electric switch isn't able to communicate with
the battery, and the vehicle's accessories will function poorly lights dim or not working.
Problems in the vehicle's lock cylinder will impact the driver's ability to insert the starter key
into the lock housing. The cylinder may become stripped or damaged resulting in the starter key
no longer fitting, or the key being unable to lock into the drive position. Problems with the lock
cylinder may be intermittent with the position slipping while the car is operating which will
cause sluggish acceleration and stalling. Vehicle stalling will occur without warning and is often
mistaken for alternator failure because it will seem as though the battery is unable to retain a
charge, which is in part true as the battery is not receiving a signal to send power to the starter
to initiate starting procedures. The problem is cascading, impacting multiple vehicle systems.
Jonathan Lister has been a writer and content marketer since The Electronic Switch The
electronic switch receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to
release power from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position.
Starting Problems When the electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms.
Four problems related to ignition switch have been reported for the Ford Focus. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. Ignition switch
binding up and the switch will not start the car when turning the key in the switch!. The ignition
switch doesn't work. You can turn the key on, but it will not make the connection to turn the
engine over. We have pushed the key in and turned it on, but still nothing. When the key is in
the on position everything works radio, lights, air, windows, etc. Ignition switch is in stop
position sometimes will start sometimes not have to turn position with both hands and
sometime will turn on but not all the time pull key out and have tried to turn key around but
won't work either car is stop position and could happen anywhere when try to start. Tl- the
contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that while parked, the vehicle was not able to
start. The contact mentioned that it took multiple attempted to start the vehicle. The failure
recurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the
ignition switch had failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 63, Car Problems.
Ignition Switch problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch
problem 4. Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Focus. Electrical System
problems Electrical System problems. Power Door Locks Not Working problems. Car Will Not
Start problems. Ignition problems. Starter problems. Battery Dead problems. Nine problems
related to ignition switch have been reported for the Ford Focus. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford
Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. The contact owns a Ford Focus. The
contact stated that the ignition key was locked within the ignition switch. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was , Ignition switch will not turn. If car was stalled in traffic or on railway crossing
serious safety issues could arise. The contact experienced difficulty removing the ignition key,
which was stuck in the ignition switch. She made several attempts to release the key, but was
unsuccessful. The failure occurred without warning. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure and they advised that the vehicle be taken to an authorized dealer for repair. The vehicle
has not been repaired. The VIN and mileages were unknown. The contact stated that the key
was stuck in the ignition switch, which failed to release. The manufacturer was notified and the

vehicle has not been repaired. Like thousands of others my Ford Focus ignition would not turn
in a Focus and I was left stranded. This thankfully was at my workplace and I was not in any
immediate danger. Ignition switch will not turn to crank position nor will it turn on accessories.
Key will not come out of the ignition, there is a technical service bulletin for this repair as the
problem is not an isolated instance. There are hundred of the same complaints, yet Ford will not
absorb the repair. The contact was unable to release the key from the ignition. The failure was
experienced numerous times and the vehicle was taken to the dealer in but the dealer did not
replace the ignition switch. The vehicle was not repaired. The vehicle was scheduled to have
diagnostics performed at the local dealer. The failure mileage was 1, and the current mileage
was 54, Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch
problem 3. Ignition Switch problem 4. Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6.
Ignition Switch problem 7. Ignition Switch problem 8. Ignition Switch problem 9. Other Electrical
System related problems of the Ford Focus. Ignition problems Ignition problems. Electrical
System problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter Solenoid problems.
Trunk Wiring problems. Battery problems. O2 Sensor problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Underhood Wiring problems. Ford Focus owners have reported problems related to ignition
switch under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems
reported for the Focus. I got my vehicle from an auction site, so I do not have any history on it
before The engine light comes on and goes off at regular intervals, especially, when the car is in
extremely cold or hot temperatures. The gas pedal, also, gets stuck, regularly, I would have to
be very careful with my pressure on the gas pedal to avoid hitting anything. I have noticed this,
over the years, with the car in stationary mode and while the car is in motion, city or highway
driving but, especially, after having to perform a hard brake in traffic. I would have to keep
pressing on the gas petal to get it to release itself from whatever it is allowing getting stuck to,
then the performance of the car is better, until the next time of it having to be unstuck. I have
taken the car in for this issue but, the mechanics do not understand what I am describing. Of
course, when these persons test drive my car they do not experience the problem, like I do, so
there is no documentation in my possession on any of these issues. Another issue is the key
ignition switch system, the key gets stuck in the ignition switch coil thingy. I had to get it
repaired because of an issue of something new happening with the battery and electrical
systems being drained because of the key not being able to come out of the coil, after the
engine light came, again, in highway driving speeds of 70 miles per hour. The dealership that I
have been going to has not been able to give me any feedback as to what to do, other than to
just say buy a newer vehicle. I have been hearing a sound, recently, when the key is about to
come out of the switch that sounds like a clicking release system click. I was just wondering if a
spring is bad in the system. These are all unknown components parts, by the technical name,
however, the issues are real important for the safety of myself and others on the roads that I
drive on. See all problems of the Ford Focus. My ignition switch is getting stuck and it is not
allowing me to turn on the car. It is hard to turn on my vehicle. The catalytic converter is
marking on my check engine light, it isn't allowing my vehicles motor to vent out. The contact's
son owns a Ford Focus. The contact son stated that while driving at various speeds, the vehicle
loss motive power without warning. The vehicle was jump started and resumed normal vehicle
operation. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The contact was
informed that the ignition switch needed to be replaced. An unknown dealer was contacted
however, no assistance was provided. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was
informed of failure. The failure mileage was approximately , Ignition switch binding up and the
switch will not start the car when turning the key in the switch!. When I put key in ignition most
times it doesnt catch and car doesnt turn on. I have to push harder to crank car on or take key
out several times and keep trying until it catches. Sometimes when I pull key out part of ignition
switch pulls out a little and car vegins to chime until I push ignition switch back in. I know there
was a similar recall until the model, this issue was never fixes from all the research ive done on
this issue. My car wont start ,radio,locks ,lights all work. But upon turning key,wont start. No
noises. Sometimes the remote start will work. If it does not start ,it will keep trying to start it
over and over without me even touching the remote again. It will start about 1 out of every 10
times. Keep trying and sooner or later it starts. Third time having a problem with ignition switch!
The contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact experienced difficulty inserting the key into the
ignition in order to start the vehicle. The cylinder in the ignition was replaced, but the failure
recurred. The ignition switch was replaced, but the failure recurred a third time. The ignition was
repaired by an independent mechanic who installed a piece of cardboard in order to start the
vehicle. The dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The failure mileage was , The ignition
switch doesn't work. You can turn the key on, but it will not make the connection to turn the

engine over. We have pushed the key in and turned it on, but still nothing. When the key is in
the on position everything works radio, lights, air, windows, etc. Ignition switch is in stop
position sometimes will start sometimes not have to turn position with both hands and
sometime will turn on but not all the time pull key out and have tried to turn key around but
won't work either car is stop position and could happen anywhere when try to start. Ignition
switch worn parts, common complaint recall earlier models, problem persists in Focus.
Warrants recall and Ford fix. Tl- the contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that the
vehicle key failed to turn in the ignition switch. In addition, the contact stated in the beginning
the key would be push down for it to turn and it would start the vehicle. Now the contact unlock
the wheel and wiggle it until the key turn to start the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed but could not find a failure code. The contact
called first Ford dealer, located at william s canning blvd, fall river, MA , , and was informed to
schedule an appointment. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer and was not repaired due to the
diagnostic and repair fees. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. Air bag light is
stuck on randomly makes a "dinging" sound. Tires continue to wear out at a rapid speed,
ignition switch will get stuck an engine will not turn over-can't find a cause. Each problem they
can't find solutions or tell me it's probably a sensor or the heat. They hook it up to the computer
and it shows nothing wrong?!?!. The ignition switch is very difficult to turn or start the car. If I
do not play with the steering will it will not start. I don't think that it should be this hard to start a
car. While attempting to start the vehicle, the key failed to turn in the ignition. The contact had
to make several attempts before the ignition would turn and start the vehicle. The contact took
the vehicle to a certified mechanic who diagnosed that the ignition switch failed and needed to
be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage
was 85, While attempting to start the vehicle, the engine would not immediately start. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch was faulty and
needed to be replaced. The contact indicated that the ignition switch was previously replaced in
for the same failure. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The VIN was not available. Tl
the contact owns a Ford Focus. While driving various speeds, a loud noise was detected from
the front of the vehicle and the check engine indicator illuminated. The contact also mentioned
that the key overheated in the ignition switch and the vehicle hesitated to drive when the
accelerator pedal was depressed. The contact further mentioned that the vehicle's fuel
consumption was higher than normal. The contact also mentioned that both passenger doors
were inoperable. The contact mentioned that the driver's side door needed extra strength to
open and the rear passenger door was stuck and would not open. The vehicle was taken to
multiple unknown dealers where the contact was informed that the ignition switch needed to be
replaced and the engine valve was stuck. The cause of the other failures was not determined.
The manufacturer was not made aware of the failures. Sometimes the car doesn't crank or start
and it has happened around 6 times since we bought the car in It isn't the battery because I
have just replaced it but seems like the ignition switch or cylinder is the problem. Any help
would be appreciated. The contact stated that while parked, the vehicle was not able to start.
The contact mentioned that it took multiple attempted to start the vehicle. The failure recurred
intermittently. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch
had failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure mileage
was 63, At approx. Had a new switch installed and now six months later it's starting to go out
again. Very poor quality switch. Tl-the contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that after
removing the key from the ignition in the off position, the vehicle remained on. The vehicle was
taken to a dealer who diagnosed that the ignition switch needed to be replaced. However, the
failure recurred. The failure mileage was 50, The contact stated that the ignition key was locked
within the ignition switch. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was , I have had only two problems with my Ford Focus. First we have had to change
the ignition switch twice due to the key being stick in lock would restart but would not come
out. Second the inner door on the defrost sticks when on full defrost or full air conditioning and
the cables brake keeping the driver from using the air conditioner or defrost at this point it is
stuck on air. The contact stated that the key failed to turn in the ignition. The vehicle was taken
to an authorized dealer. The technician diagnosed that the ignition switch, ignition cylinder and
the housing needed to be replaced. Traveled miles from north carolina to wisconsin. Car had
problems when the key was turned to start the engine each time I would stop. When I reached
my destination I was unable to restart the engine. I turned the key and could roll down the
windows and turn on the radio, with the key removed from the ignition switch. I purchased my
car used and was very happy with it for the first 3 years, but now I am having problems with the
ignition switch. I have had one part replaced, but they are telling my that it is just a temporary
solution as after only 2 weeks it would happen again. I would drive somewhere and go into a

store, only to come out and can't start my car. Some times it happens all the time other days
just once. Ford needs to recall these and fix them!!. Ignition switch on the vehicle is completely
locked up and will not turn. My wife is a diabetic and has numerous health complications due to
her diabetes. If we were out and became stranded it could have cost us her life. I am
disappointed with Ford for not fixing this issue. What it is that been happening for years now is
the ignition switch will not allow my key to turn over the car to start it. I have too jiggle it to
finally get it to strart my concern is something going wrong and causing a major problem. The
contact stated that the ignition switch could not be engaged. The vehicle was taken to a
mechanic for inspection. The failure was located at the ignition switch. The failure and current
mileage was 72, Ignition switch won't turn. Happened in bad part of town. This is a serious
safety issue. Ignition switch failed to turn. Internet research indicates defective switch. Tapping
key with hammer allowed the switch to work properly and continue to work properly as long as
the key is not removed. Once the key is removed, the ignition switch again freezes and will not
turn. Ignition switch will not turn preventing you from starting the car. My daughter got stranded
at work at 11pm for 45 minutes until someone was able to help her get the key to turn. I took to a
repair shop and they said a Ford dealer would need to replace as the Focuses have a lot of
ignition switch problems. The ignition switch,when I turn the key to the on position it sometimes
sticks in this position and sticks it does this every other time when I turn on the vehicle it feels
the key is going to get stuck in the starting position it don't spring back the way it should. The
ignition switch jammed as I hear happens alot with these Fords due to inferior parts. The dealer
charged me with 3. If this is such a common problem known to Ford shouldn't it be subject to a
ntsb recall?. The contact stated that the key was not able to operate in the ignition switch and
the key got stuck. The dealer was not notified. The manufacturer was notified and was aware of
the failure. The manufacturer stated that they had received numerous complaints about the
failure, but offered no assistance. The failure mileage was 97, and current mileage was 98, Car
Problems. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford Focus 1. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford
Focus 2. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford Focus 3. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford
Focus 4. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford Focus 5. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford
Focus 6. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford Focus 7. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford
Focus 8. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford Focus 9. Ignition Switch problem of the Ford
Focus Problem Category Number of Problems Ignition problems Ignition problems. Electrical
System problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Battery Cable problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. Battery problems. Ford Focus owners have
reported 1, problems related to ignition under the electrical system category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. Constituent writes in regards to
switch asy ignition failure on Ford Focus. The consumer requested to be reimbursed for the
cost of the repairs for the ignition assembly. See all problems of the Ford Focus. The contact
owns a Ford Focus. While attempting to start the vehicle, the ignition failed. The failure recurred
several times. A local dealer was not contacted. The vehicle was towed to an independent
mechanic where it was diagnosed that the ignition needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 23, The VIN was not available. The contact stated
that while driving at approximately 30 mph, the engine stalled without warning. The failure
recurred four weeks after the repair was performed. The dealer then replaced the ignition for the
second time. Most recently, the engine failed to start due to the faulty ignition lock module. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was , The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start without warning. The vehicle was
taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the piston valves and the ignition switch needed
to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure
and current mileage was , The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start and the key broke off
in the ignition. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic for diagnosis where it was
stated that the ignition needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the problem
recurred. The manufacturer was notified. The contact stated that all attempts to start the vehicle
failed. The contact also stated that the key was unable to be removed from the ignition and the
contact had to use excessive force to retrieve the key. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer
for inspection. The manufacturer was notified and they stated that the vehicle needed to be
taken to a dealer. The failure mileage was 43, Attempted to start my car. Inserted key into the
ignition and a warning chime began. Steering wheel was locked and I cannot move it. Ignition
will not turn. Cannot drive at this time. The ignition key fails to turn. Keys are fine and hitting the
key worked a few times to get the key to turn. With this problem, a person can easily become
stranded in unfavorable conditions. Also, should anything happen where the engine dies while
driving, the steering could become locked with no way to turn key. Ignition key will not turn in

lock. Unable to start car. Wife stranded. Brought her other keys, same problem. Finally got lock
to turn by viloently wiggling and pounding on key. Drove car home. Internet search seems to
indicate this is a very common problem. We are the original vehicle purchasers. Key will not
remove from ignition. This is a know problem with the Focus because I have searched the
internet and found hundreds of complaints. While parked, the contact inserted the key into the
ignition but was unable to start the vehicle because the ignition cylinder would not turn. The
vehicle was towed to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The approximate failure mileage was 75,
The contact stated that the keys became stuck in the ignition cylinder and could not be used to
start the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to a repair shop or to the dealer for inspection. The
vehicle was repaired by a locksmith who replaced the ignition cylinder and issued a new key.
The contact stated that the problem could have been related to a defective side bar in the
ignition cylinder lock. The VIN was unavailable. The current mileage was , The failure mileage
was , Updated the consumer stated the cost of the repair was While parked, the contact placed
the key in the igintion and was unable to turn the key. The vehicle was towed to the dealer for a
diagnotic test. The technician stated that the ignition would have to be replaced. The
approximate failure mileage was 99, When I try to start my car, the key won't turn when I put it in
the ignition. This happened three times just today. I can wiggle the key back and forth and
luckily it's ended up working, but this is not the first time this has happened. I've read online
that this is a problem with the Focus. This should be recalled. Vehicle central locking system
locked the car while parked with the keys in the ignition. Locksmith was called to force entry.
Alarm did not activate when door was opened. The ignition wouldn't turn, although the key can
go in and out of it. Hired a locksmith before I knew the dealership might fix it for free because I
needed it fixed quickly. The key for my Ford Focus will go into the ignition but not turn. I have
tried to turn the steering wheel but it still won't get the key to turn in the ignition. After doing
some research, I am finding that this is a major and very common complaint with Ford Focus
owners and Ford will not issue a recall. The car is not drivable and in order to get it to a repair
shop we will have to tow it which will be another expense. If Ford is aware of this problem and
will not do anything to recall it, something needs to be done. The key will not turn in the
ignition. This has been ongoing for two months. It takes several minutes of jiggling to finally get
the ignition lock to release. I drive this car on business, including in remote areas. It is scary to
try to start the car and have the key not turn. So far, I've always been able to get it to eventually
work, but this is ridiculous. We've just started experiencing the same issue on my wife's Ford
Focus. In researching this, it has been a problem on the Focus since the beginning and
apparently Ford has refused to acknowledge the issue or change the ignition lock mechanisms
on later Focus models. Potentially getting stranded at night or in a remote area due to a faulty
ignition lock is a serious safety issue. One should never have a problem in turning the key in
the ignition. For what it is worth, I am a career safety and risk management consultant working
in the commercial insurance industry with 35 years experience. The contact stated that the
ignition cylinder would not release the key. The contact took the vehicle to a local mechanic to
have the ignition cylinder repaired. The contact stated the ignition cylinder had no problems
after the repair. The contact stated that the ignition locked and prevented her from inserting the
key to start the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer and the manufacturer was made
aware of the failure, who did not offer any assistance. The failure and the current mileage was
85, The contact stated that the key could not be turned in the ignition. The dealer was notified of
the failure who advised the contact that there were no recalls for the failure. The manufacturer
was also contacted who offered no assistance. After starting the car when it has set a few hours
the overdrive off light is flashes yellow, odometer just shows dashes, and speedometer dosent
work. Car still operates but shifts gears hard, when it reaches the speed for door to lock
everything starts working. I have had multiple problems with the engine mgmt fuse, and have
had 3 altenators changed out in the last 2 years. Also I had a problem with key not coming out
of ignition and found out that a peice of the shifter had broke off and slid down and kept it from
going all the way into park, after removing part I have had no problem with the key. Also engine
light stays on was told by auto zone it was vaccum system took it to Ford place they said it was
motor mounts, they were replaced 20, miles ago and it still hasnt helped. Went to pick my son
up from school. Could not get key out of ignition. Took to a local mechanic and cylinders were
replaced. That was in March. Got home today may and the same problem. Luckily have a
driveway but I am annoyed and nervous about keeping this car. Fearful that the key may get
stuck at an inopportune time. Leaving work at the end of the day I went to start my vehicle and
the key would not turn in the ignition. It was very cold and after adjusting the steering wheel
several time for about 5 minutes I was able to start the car. I have since had difficulty turning the
key in the ignition of my vehicle everyday. The last incident was while at the gas station, which
took almost 15 minutes to get the vehicle started again. I have researched the issue online and

found that many other people have also had this issue, with no recall placed on the vehicle as it
is not an immediate risk to safety. Although I have now found my self uncomfortably attempting
to start my car in less that safe environments on more than one occasion. I was on my way to
work when I stopped to get gas, I got back in my car and the ignition would not turn to star the
engine. I was stuck at a gas station in the winter and no one was able to help me. After twenty
minutes of trying different things to get it to start it worked. The next day I got in my car and the
same thing happened, except this time nothing I did would start it. I have read on several
forums that this is a common problem with this year of Ford Focus and there has yet to be a
recall. This could be a dangerous situation if someone has children and is stranded and unable
to move their vehicle to a safe location. Key will not turn in ignition after multiple attempts by
more then one person. The ignition cylinder will not turn. A key can be inserted into the ignition,
but it can not be set into the "on or acc" position. The car cant be started and is now, in effect, a
one ton paper weight. After researching the problem online, it seems to be very common. Key
froze solid in the ignition. Steering wheel would not turn nor the key. Left stranded and had to
call a locksmith to physically drill out the factory installed ignition and replace it with a strattec
replacement part Locksmith reiterated what I read on the internet with this being a known
problem with the Ford Focus. The contact stated that in an attempt to turn the key in order to
start the vehicle, it refused to turn. A local mechanic replaced the ignition and reprogrammed
the key and door locks. The dealer was notified, but denied any assistance with repairing the
failure. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was
25, and the approximate current mileage was 25, The contact stated that the key could be
inserted into the ignition would could not be turned to start the vehicle. Neither the dealer nor
the manufacturer was notified of the failure, nor was the vehicle diagnosed or repaired. The
current and the failure mileages were , The contact stated that the key became locked in the
ignition and would not allow her to start the vehicle. The manufacturer was contacted and they
advised her to take the vehicle to the dealer for inspection. The failure and the current mileages
were approximately 80, The contact stated that the vehicle refused to start. The vehicle was
towed to an authorized dealer where the ignition cylinder was replaced. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure, but offered no assistance. The ignition on my Ford Focus is defective
in that the key does not go all the way into the ingtition. This problem appears to be systemic
with the Focus. The car is stranded in the path of oncoming cars and presents a danger to the
public. Systemic issues across a large span of VIN numbers present a safety issue and a
general public nussiance. Cars are stranded in intersection
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s and places of business because of defective ignitions that are known to Ford. These issues
are on blog sites in large numbers. I trust the transportation and safety board will recognize the
significance of this problem. I am requesting an investigation that I am sure will reveal public
safety concerns by the sheer number of incidents of this ignition failure. Car Problems. Ignition
problem of the Ford Focus 1. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus 2. Ignition problem of the Ford
Focus 3. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus 4. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus 5. Ignition
problem of the Ford Focus 6. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus 7. Ignition problem of the Ford
Focus 8. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus 9. Ignition problem of the Ford Focus Problem
Category Number of Problems Ignition problems Ignition Switch problems. Electrical System
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Battery Cable problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. Battery problems.

